Wyoming Medication Donation Program

Program Changes:
- Goodbye wishes to our departing technicians, Bailey and Cassidy

Cassidy will be leaving WMDP in December 2020 and Bailey will be leaving in January 2021. Both have been with the program since December 2018 and we wish them nothing but the best in their future endeavors! Their presence will be missed.

Statistics Update:
- On-hand AWP value = $3,408,014 (highest in program history)
- Value to patients = $447,956 (average from previous months = $202k)
- Number of new patients added = 30 (highest in program history)
- Disposal AWP value = $13,054 (average from previous months = $158k)
- Adherence rate = 92% (highest in program history)

Future Forecast:
- This year we began partnering with a national non-profit charitable pharmacy platform called SIRUM to help us receive and give donated drug items. This will help us to dramatically cut down on medication disposal and will limit our wait-list for current patients.
- Our prescription assistance program (PAP) has helped over 30 patients to receive their medications directly from the drug manufacturer. So far since implementing it earlier this year, we have helped patients receive nearly $100,000 in medication from drug manufacturers.
- In 2021, our goals will be to help more patients and fill more prescriptions. We are looking at new and innovative ways to get more donated drug items back out into the Wyoming communities are already serve.
- Depending on the current pandemic, the program manager may be making a tour of the state in 2021 to visit our various donation and dispensing sites, doctor’s offices/clinics, and pharmacies to promote utilization of the program.